As light on your face
. . . as it is on the scales!

Mirage Swift™
Nasal Pillows System

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Patient Information
Incredibly light, the Mirage Swift

. . . so light

weighs about 70 g (2½ oz). It is

. . . so flexible

one of the lightest nasal pillows

. . . and it works !

systems you will ever wear.
Mirage Swift sits lightly on your
face, with the pillows positioned
at the entrance of your nostrils.
Ingenious design minimizes
contact with your face so you
feel comfortable during therapy.
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Waking people up to sleep

Enjoy the flexibility only
Mirage Swift™ can offer

Discover the freedom with
Mirage Swift

Discover the ResMed
difference

The Mirage Swift™ Nasal Pillows System

Freedom of choice
—an effective option you can use every night or to
complement your cushion mask.

In addition to being light and flexible,

offers four interchangeable
tube positions—up or
down, left or right.

This flexibility provides the
freedom you are looking for.
It gives you greater choice
of sleeping positions for a
comfortable night’s sleep.

Freedom to be yourself
—leaves no marks near your eyes and helps you feel more
like yourself. You can even wear glasses if you want to read
or watch television at bedtime.
Freedom to get more out of life
—light, elegant, and compact, it’s the perfect choice for an
active lifestyle—ready to travel wherever you want to go!

the Mirage Swift is a nasal pillows
system that really works.

ResMed Mirage® represents premium,
tried and trusted products for positive
airway pressure therapy.

That is why people like you, all over the
Freedom in fitting & wearing
—after first-time adjustments, you can fit your Mirage Swift
quickly and easily, without clips or Velcro®.
Freedom of comfort during therapy
—a soft pillow sleeve keeps the nasal pillows in place
without applying extra pressure on your nose.
Freedom of movement
—interchangeable tube positions offer more
sleeping positions.

world, prefer ResMed’s exclusive brand
of excellence.

